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QUESTION 1

You need to set up a local package repository to serve 75 client systems. Multiple clients will being the package
repository concurrently and you need to ensure that the local repository performs very well under this heavy load,
especially during package intensive operations. Which option would ensure the best performance of the repository
during package- intensive rations by multiple clients? 

A. Set up multipathing on the package repository server to distribute the network load multiple network interfaces. 

B. Deploy a second instance of the package repository server to run as a read writable mirror. 

C. Deploy a second instance of the package repository server to run as a read-only mirror. 

D. Deploy a second instance of the package repository server to run as a clone of the primary repository server. 

E. Deploy a package repository locally on each client. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Your are troubleshooting network throughput on your server. 

To confirm that the load balancing among aggregated links is functioning properly, you want to examine the traffic
statistics on the links comprising the aggregation. 

The correct command is ___________. 

A. dlstat - aggr 

B. dlstat show-aggr 

C. dlstat show-link -r 

D. dlstat show-link -aggr 

E. dlstat show-phys -aggr 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: dlstat show-aggr [-r | -t] [-i interval] [-p] [ -o field[,...]] [-u R|K|M|G|T|P] [link] Display per-port statistics for an
aggregation. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three statements accurately describe the Automated Installation (Al) client? (Choose three.) 

A. if the Al client does not match any cnteria to use a custom manifest or script, the default manifest is used. 

B. if the A! client does not match any criteria to use a custom manifest or script, the automated installation aborts. 
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C. Any manifest or script in a service can be designated to be the default for that service. 

D. Only the default.xml file is used as the default Al client manifest. 

E. if a client system does not use any SC profile, then an interactive tool opens on that client at first boot after that client
installation to complete the configuration of that client. 

F. If a client system does not use any SC profile, then the install server will use the default SC profile. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 4

ServerA contains two ISO images of a package repository named so1.repo.iso-a and so1.repo.iso-b respectively. You
need to create a single local package repository on server that clients can connect to. The package repository will be
stored on the /export/IPS file system and named repo. The preferred publisher will be named solaris and the publisher
URL will be http://serverA.example.com. 

Which is the correct procedure to perform on ServerA to create the local Package repository? 

A. cat so1.repo.iso-a sol.repo.iso-b > so1.full.iso Mount the ISO image and use the rsync command to extract the
contents of the ISO file to the /export/ IPS file system. Set the pkg/inst_root property to /export/IPS/repo and the
pkg/readonly property to true. Set the preferred publisher by using pkg set-publisher -G
http://pkg.oracle.com/solaris/release/ \ -g http"//serverA.example.com/ solaris 

B. cat so1.repo.iso-a so1.repo.iso-b > /export/IPS/repo Set the pkg/inst_root property to true and the pkg/ readonly
property to /export/IPS Set the preferred publisher by using pkg set-publisher -G http:// serverA.example.com/ \ -g
http://pkg/oracle.com/solaris/rekease/solaris 

C. cat so1.repo.iso-a so1.repo.iso-b > so1.full.iso Mount the ISO image and use the rsync command to extract the
contents of the ISO file to /export/IPS/ repo Set the pkg/inst_root property to /export/IPS/repo and the pkg/readonly
property to true Set the preferred publisher by using pkg set-publisher solaris \ -g http://pkg.oracle.com/ 

D. cat so1.repo,iso-a so1.repo.iso-b > /export/IPS/repo.iso Mount the ISO image and copy the repo directory from the
ISO image to /export/IPS/repo set the pkg/inst_root property and the pkg/readonly property to /export/IPS/repo set the
preferred pkg/inst_root property by using pkg set-publisher - G http://serverA.example.com/ \ 

-g http://pkg.oracle.com/solaris.com/release/- p solaris 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Concatenate the files into one file using the cat command. Make the contents of the repository .iso file
available using the mount command. To increase the performance of repository accesses and to avoid the need to
remount the .iso image each time the system restarts, copy the repository files from /mnt/repo/to a ZFS file system. You
can do this copy with rsync or with tar. 

Reference: Copying and Creating Oracle Solaris 11 Package Repositories, Copying a Repository From a File 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three Installation option allow for a "hands free" and "unattended\\'" Installation of the Solaris 11 environment? 

A. Jumpstart 
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B. LiveCD 

C. A text Installation over the network 

D. An Automated Installation performed on an x86 client 

E. An Automated Installation using media from a local DVD or USB drive 

F. An Automated Installation using a networked repository 

Correct Answer: DEF 

Explanation: Oracle Solaris 11 uses Automated Installer (AI) for unattended installations. 

Unattended installations are possible by placing the contents of the AI Image media (or ISO image contents from a
download) on an AI server. 

Reference: Differences between Oracle Solaris 10 and 11 for System Administrators http://
www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/solaris11/overview/solaris-matrix- 1549264.html 
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